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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we establish a set of sufficient conditions for the existence of mild 
solutions of nonlinear neutral integrodifferential equations in Banach spaces by using the Schaefer 
fixed-point heorem. An application is provided to illustrate the theory. © 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of semigroups of bounded linear operators i closely related to the solution of differ- 
ential and integrodifferential equations in Banach spaces. In recent years, this theory has been 
applied to a large class of nonlinear differential equations in Banach spaces. Using the method 
of semigroups, existence, and uniqueness of mild, strong, and classical solutions of semilinear 
evolution equations have been discussed by Pazy [1]. Several authors have studied the existence 
of solutions of nonlinear neutral differential equations in Banach spaces [2-10]. 
Many problems in the fields of ordinary and partial differential equations can be recast as in- 
tegral equations. Several existence and uniqueness results can be derived from the corresponding 
results of integral equations. Such results can be obtained by applying the fixed-point theorems. 
Fixed-point method is the most powerful method in proving existence theorems for integrod- 
ifferential equations. Due to their importance, several researchers have studied the problems 
represented by evolution equations by using different kinds of fixed-point theorems. Schauder's 
fixed-point theorem will be helpful in asserting the existence of solutions of integrodifferential 
equations. The  Banach  fixed-point theorem is an important source of existence and uniqueness 
theorem in different branches of analysis. Recently, the Schaefer fixed-point theorem is also used 
to prove the existence of solutions of various types of functional differential equations. 
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Dauer and Balachandran [i1] considered the existence problem represented by the following 
neutral integrodifferential equations, 
(/o' ) d-~[x(t)-g(t, x t ) ]=Ax( t )+f  t,xt, h(t,s,x~) ds , 
2:, 0 .= ~,  
fo r~EJ=[0 ,  b] 
on [-~,0], 
where A is the infinitesimal generator of a compact semigroup of bounded linear operators 
and xt(O) = z(t + 0), 0 E I-r, 0]. The functions g, f ,  and h satisfy the following conditions. 
(g) There exist cl < 1 and c2 > 0, such that 
!g(t,q))l ~el! l¢l l -bc2, tE  J~ Ce  C, 
where C = C([-r, 0], X) and X is a Banach space. 
(f) There exists an integrable function p : J -~ [0, o~), such that 
¢f(t,x,y)i<_p(t)f~<llxll+lyi), rE J, xEC,  yEX,  
where ~ : [0, ec) --. (0, oc) is a continuous nondecreasing function. 
(h) There exist an integrabte function m : d ~ [0, c~) and a constant c~ > 0, such that 
Ih (t, s, ~)1 <_ ~.~ (s) ~0 (tl~ll), 0<~<t<_b,  xeC,  
where fl0 : [0, co) --+ (0, ec) is a continuous nondecreasing function. 
The authors have established the existence results by using the Schaefer fixed-point theorem. 
In this work, we shall prove the existence of mild solutions for nonlinear neutral functional 
integrodifferential equations of the form, 
'[ ( /o' )] // d~ x( t ) -g  t, xt, ko(t,s, xs) ds =dx( t )+h( t ,  xt)+ ki(t,s, xs) ds 
( /o ~ ) (~) 
-}- f t, xt, k2( t , s ,x~)  ds , tE J  
x0 = ~, on I-r, 0]. 
This kind of equations arises in population dynamics, in heat conduction in material with mem- 
ory and in control systems with hereditary feed-back control governed by an integrodifferential 
law (see [12,13] and the references therein). 
2.  PREL IMINARIES  
Let X be a Banach space endowed with the norm i-I and A be the infinitesimal generator of a 
compact semigroup of bounded linear operators T(t), t > 0 in X. Denote C = ¢( [ - r ,  0], X),  the 
Banach space of all continuous functions ~b : I - r ,  0] --+ X with the norm I1~11 : sup{I¢(0)t : - r  _< 
0 _< 0}. For any continuous function z on [-r,b], and any t E J ,  define xt, the history of state 
from t - r  to the present ime t, as an element of C, such that xt(O) : x(t+O), for all 0 E I - r ,  0]. 
The space C( [ - r ,  b], X) is endowed with the norm, 
Ilxlll : sup {Ix (t)l : - r  < t < b}. 
Furthermore, assume that 
(H1) There exist constants Mt k 1, and M2 > 0, such that 
!T (t)l <_ M1 and ]AT (t)I <_ M2, for t > 0. 
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(H2) For each s E J ,  x E C the function ko(., s,x) : J --+ X is completely continuous, the func- 
tion k0(.,., x) : J x J ~ X is strongly measurable and {t --+ ko(t, s, x~)} is equicontinuous 
in C([0, b], X). 
(H3) For each (t, s) E J x J, the function kl(t, s, .) : C ~ X is continuous and, for each x E C, 
kl(.,.,  x) : J x J -+ X is strongly measurable. 
(H4) For each (t, s) E J x J, the function k2(t, s, .) : C --+ X is continuous and, for each x E C, 
k2(.,., x) : o r x g --+ X is strongly measurable. 
(Hh) For each t E J, h(t, .) : C -~ X is continuous and, for each x E C, the function h(., x) : 
g --+ X is strongly measurable. 
(H6) For each t E J , f ( t , . , . )  : C x X --* X is continuous and, for each (x,y) E C x X, the 
function f(. ,  x, y) : J ~ X is strongly measurable. 
(H7) There exist integrable functions p~ : J ~ [0, ~) ,  i=0,1,2, such that 
I f ( t ,x ,y ) [<p l ( t ) fh ( l l x l l )+p2( t ) f t2 ( ly l ) ,  te J ,  zEC,  yeX,  
[h(t, zdl  <_po(t)f~oQIx, l]), o < t < b, zt E C, 
where ft~ : [0, e~) ~ (0, c~), i = 0, 1, 2 are continuously differentiable nondecreasing 
functions, such that l im~ fro(S) = oo, ft~, i = 0, 1, 2 (the first derivative of ft~) are also 
nondecreasing and a$(Mlll¢ll) > 0. 
(H8) The function g : J x C x X ~ X is completely continuous, the operator G : C x X 
C(Y,X) defined by (a(¢,y))(t) = g(t ,¢,y)  is compact and there exist cl E (0, 1), c2 > 0, 
and c3 > 0, such that Ig(t,¢,y)l < c1[]¢1[ + c2ly[ + c3, for all t C J, ¢ E C, y E X. 
There exist rn~ : Y x J --* [0, co), i = 0, 1, 2, differentiable, a.e., with respect to the first 
variable, such that fo mi(t ,s)ds,  f t  O-~¢'(t,~)ds are bounded on Y, and O-~°(t,s) >_ 0 for, 
a.e., 0 _< s < t _< b. Moreover, 
Ik0 (t, s, x)l _< m0 (t, s)¢0 (llx/I), 
jkl (t ,s,z) l  < mt ( t , s )¢ l  ([]zfl), 
Ik~ (t, ~, xDI <_ m2 (t, ~) ¢2 (IIxlD, 
O~s<t<b,  xEC,  
O~s<t<b~ xEC,  
O~s<t<b,  xEC,  
where ¢i : [0, co) --, (0, co), i = 0, 1, 2 are continuous nondecreasing functions. 
(H9) 
p (s) ds < Is + ¢o (~) + ¢1 (~) + a0 (~) + a ,  (,)] 1 + a~ (~)J }_1 
¢2 (s) n, (L0¢2 (~)) ds. 
fit (~)°°2 
where 
Lo is a finite 
1/ (1  - Cl){(1 
[ /ot  )]  (t) 1 -~2~1 ~o (t, t) + \-bT- (t, ~) + M2-~o (t, s) as , 
fot (t, s) ds, 
Orn2 
b (t) = rn2 (t, t) + Ot 
- -  TD, 1 (t, S) ds, (t) = 1 - cl 
q (t) = max {P0 (t) ,Pi  (t),P2 (t)}, 
{ elM2 MI } 
p( t )= max a( t ) ,b ( t ) ,e ( t ) ,  ~- -~,  l - - -~[q(t ) . 
bound for f~ rn2(t, s) ds and a = ~oi(f~o(O~o) + ~ti(a0) + ~2(0)) with ao = 
+ c1)Ml11¢11 + ~3(1 + M1 + bM2)}. 
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DEFINITION 1.1. By a mild solution of the Cauchy problem (1), we mean a function x : ( - r ,  b) --~ 
X, b > 0, such that 
(i) ~o = ¢; 
(ii) the restriction o/x(.) to the interval [0, 5) is continuous; 
(iii) for each t E [0, b), the function AT(t -  s)g(s, x - s, f~ ko(s, 0, xe)dO), s e [0, t) is integrable; 
(iv) the integral equation 
(/o' ) x(t)=T(t)[¢(O)-g(O,¢,O)]+9 t, xt, ko(t,s, xs) ds 
+ ~otAT(t -  s)g (s, xs,~o~kO(S,T,x¢) dT) ds 
+ /otT (t - s) h (s, xs) dS + /ot (T (t - S) ~oS kl (s, T,x~ ) d'r) ds 
, ( /0 ~ ) +jo T( t - s )  f s,x~, k2(s,r,x~)dT ds, rE J, 
is satisfied. 
The proof of our result is based on the following fixed-point heorem due to Schaefer. 
SCHAEFER THEOgEM. (See [I4].) Let E be a convex subset ofa  normed linear space V contain- 
ing O. If H : E --* E is a completely continuous operator, then, either H has a fixed point or the 
subset {x E E : x = ~Hx, for some )~ E (0, 1)} is unbounded. 
3. EX ISTENCE RESULTS 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that Hypotheses (H1)-(H9) hold. Then, problem (1) admits a mild 
solution on f-r, b]. 
PROOF. Let Cb = C([ - r ,  b] : X) and consider the nonlinear operator equation, 
x (t) = AFx (t), 0 < )~ < 1, (2) 
where F : Cb ~ Cb is given by 
(/o' ) Fx  (t) = T (t) [¢ (0) - g (0, ¢, 0)1 + g t, xt, ko (t, s, x~) as 
+ fotAT(t-s)g(s,x~,/oSko(s,T,x~) d'c ds 
+ /o tT ( t -  s)h(s, xs) dS + /ot (T ( t -  S) /o~kl (s,%x,) d~-) ds 
2 ( I  ~ ) + T( t - s ) f  s,x~, k2(s,r,x~)d'c ds, tE J .  
Using the above and Assumptions (H1), (H7), and (H8), we readily get 
[x (t)[ < M1 [Hell ÷ el ][¢[I ÷ e3] ÷ Cl IIxtl[ 
+c2 mo(t,s)¢o(llx~l] ) ds 
J:' ( /: ) Z' 
/(/0 ) I' (~ +M1 m~(s,T)'~bx(l[x~ll) d'r ds+M1 p~(s)g~(llx~l] ) ds 
/o' (I" ) +Sl  p~(s)f l~ -~(~,~)¢~( l l~ i l )  d~ ds 
/o' +e~M2 ]lz~l} ds + c3 + e3bM2. 
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Let us define the function # by #(t) : sup{]x(s)l : --r < s < t}, t e J. If It(t) = Ix(t*)[, for 
some t* E [0, b], then, from (3) and from our assumptions, we infer 
Therefore, 
t* 
It (t) _< M~ [11¢1t + ~1 It¢11 + c~] + c~, (t) + c2 ~ -~o (t*, S) ¢o (it (8)) ds ~u 
Jo"(/o ~ ) /o ~ ÷c2M2 mo (s, 7.) ¢o (it (7.)) d-r ds + M1 Po (s) f~o (It (s)) ds 
÷M1 ?Tb 1 (8, 7.) ¢1 (it (7)) dT ds ÷ M1 pl (s) a l  (it (s)) ds 
// (/o ~ ) /o'* +M1 P2 (s) a2 m2 (s, 7.) ¢2 (# (7.)) dT. ds + clM2 It(s) ds 
+c3 + c3bM2. 
fot It (t) ~ M1 [l[~lJ ÷ Cl I1¢11 ÷ ~] + ~ (t) + cz ~o (t, 8) ¢o (it (8)) d~ 
]/~ (/o ~ ) /o' +~2M~ -~o (s, 7.) ¢o (it 09) d~- & + M~ ;o (~) flo (it (~)) d~ 
/o' (/i ) /o ~ +Mx ml (~, 7.) ¢1 (it (7.)) d7. d8 + M~ ;1 (~) a l  (it (~)) d~ 
I' (1 ~ ) /o' +M1 p2 (s) a2 .~2 (~, 7.) ¢2 (it (7.)) & ds + c1M2 It (s) & 
+c3 + c3bM2. 
The above estimate is still valid, if t* C I -r ,  0], since It(t) = [[¢[1 and M1 > 1. Hence, 
1 Mt [11¢11 + cl n¢l[ + c3] + c2 mo (t, 8) ¢o (it (s)) ds It(t)_< 1 -cz  
./o~ (/o ~ ) /o ~ +c2M2 mo (s, 7.) ¢0 (it (7.)) dT. ds + M1 po (s) Uo (it (s)) ds 
/o'(I ~ ) /o ~ ÷M1 ?Tt I (s, 7.) ¢1 (it (7")) dT ds ~- M 1 Pl (s) ~~1 (it (8)) ds 
/o' (I ~ ) /o ~ ÷M1 P2 (s) U2 m2 (s, 7.) ¢2 (it (7)) d~" ds + clM2 It (s) ds 
+c3 + c3bM21 D 
J 
Let us denote the right-hand side of (4) as v(t). Then, clearly, 
1 
v (0) = 1 - c--~ {(1 ÷ cl) M1 lieu ÷ c3 (1 ÷ M1 + bM2)} ~ ao 
and It(t) < v(t), t E J. In addition, we have 
l { fot Om° c~-~o (t, t) ¢o (it) + c2 (t, s) ¢o (it (s)) & v ' ( t ) - -  1-c i  - -~  
/o' +c2M2 -~o (t, 8) ¢o (it) ds + Mlpo (t) ao (it (t)) 
/o ~ +M1 ml (t, s) ~1 (it) ds + Mlpl (t) al  (it (t) ) 
(/o' ) } ÷Map2(t) U2 m2(t,s)¢2(it(s)) ds +clM2it(t) >0,  tC J .  
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Next, let uJ(t) be, such that 
(/; ) 
We have aJ >__ v, and by differentiation, taking into account (H8), we get, 
(f I{ fro (~) d = fro (~) v' + ~;~ @) ~' + ~'2 n2  (t, s) *~ (~) ~v n2  (t, t) ~ (~) 
[t Om2 (t,s) ¢2 (v) ds} + --g-i- 
Jo 
_ ~ ; ~ c~mo 
f [~ on0 (t, s) ¢o (~) d~ + ~M~ no (t, ~) ¢o (~) ~ (5) + c2 Jo Ot 
+ M1 m~ (t, s) ~ (w) ds + Mlq (t) ~o (co) 
+Mmq(t) f~m (W) +c~M2w} +{n2(t,t) 
+ r ~ 0~2 ds} (~o)a~ @~ (<.)L ~ (t,s) ds) 
Jo ot (t, s) ¢~ "~ • 
Moreover, by our assumptions on f~, we have 
a;  (w) > f~; (v) > ag (C~o) >_ ag (M1 I1¢II) > o. 
Therefore, inequality (5) implies that 
J<  @) no(t , t )+ t of +M2m°(t's) ds + 1_-c~ 
- -  Cl do 
Mlq( t )~ l (w)  e/M2w] ( f~(w)"~ +2(W) { (t,t) Mtq (t) f~o (co) + __  ÷ 1 + + m2 
+ 1-~ 1 -~ 1 -~ j  ~2 a'-7777 
+ fot[C3m2 (t,s)l ds}f~ C+2(w) Ltn2(t,s) ds) 
or, using the notation in (H9), one finds 
r "1 M ~' < L ~ (t) ,o (~) + ~ (t) ¢~ (~) + _~ q (t) {ao (~) + a~ (~)} 
clM2~l [ f~,~ (~)] b (t) % @) (LofJ2 @)) 
_< ; (t) [~ + ,o (~) + ~1 (<.) + f~o (~) + a~ (~)] 1 + ~ j  
, ~2 (w) fl' (no*2 (w))}. 
Thus, by (H9), for 0 < t <_ b, 
Is + {~o (s) + #J~ (s) + Do (s) + ft~ (s)] 1 + ~- -~ j  + ~ ~ (Lo%b2 (s)) ds 
a.,(o) 
f <_ p (s) ds -1 
< [S + ~)0 (S) "}- ~1 (S) -7- aO (8) -if- ~'~1 (S)] 1 -Jr- ~---7~J -Jr- ~ 2 
Existence of Solutions 
This implies that w(t) must be bounded by some positive constant L on [O,b]. 
Nxll _< L. 
Let us define 
(t) = ¢ ( t ) ,  -~  < t < 0, 
=T(t )¢ (0) ,  0<t<b.  
Observe that, if ¢ e C, then, $ e Cb ---- C([-r,b],X). Also, define x(t) -- y(t) ÷¢(t ) ,  - r  < t < b, 
where y(t) verifies y(t) = 0, for - r  < t < 0, and 
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Consequently, 
fo' /o' y (t) = -T  (t) g (0, ¢, O) + ~ (t) + AT (t - s) ~ (s) ds + T (t - s) h (s, y~ + ¢~) ds 
+ T( t - s ) f  s, ys+¢s, k2 s ,T ,y ,+¢,  aT ds, 0<t<b,  
where ~(t) = g(t, yt + ~t, fo ko(t, s, ys + ~)  ds). 
Let C O = {y e Cb: y(t) = 0, for - r  < t < 0}. We consider the operator F :  C O -~ C °, 
(Fy )  (t) = 0, - r < t < 0; 
/o (Fy) (t) = -T  (t) g (0, ¢, O) + 0 (t) + AT (t - s) ~ (s) ds 
÷ T ( t - s ) f  s,ys+¢~, k2 s,~-,y~+¢~ dT ds, O<t<b.  
Since any solution of (2) is bounded, it only remains to prove that F is completely continuous to 
get, by Schaefer's theorem, a fixed point, which is a mild solution of (1). 
Let Bq = {y E C O : IIyN1 -< q}, q _> 1 and y E Bq, then, if 0 < tl < t2 _< b, (the other cases, 
tl < t2 < 0 and tl < 0 < t2, may be treated similarly), we have 
I(Fy) ( t l )  - (Fy ) ( t2 ) J  
<_ I(T (tl) - T (t2) ) g (O, ¢, O)l + I g(t l )  -~( t2) [  
+Jo [A[T(tl s) T(t2 s)][]t}(s)lds+ f '2 - - - IAT(t2-s) t  It)(s)[ ds 
J t l  
-F Jo'~ ]T (tl - s) - T (t2 - s)[ h (s,y~ -F ¢~) ds + ~[~ ]T (t2 - s)l h (s,y~ + ¢s) l ds 
÷ ('.--",' ,0 J,.. 
_< I(T (t~) - T (t2))g (0, ¢, 0)l + I~ (t~) - ~] (t2)l 
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where 
~0 tl ftl 2 + ]A[T( t l - s ) -T ( t2 -s ) ] lp (s  )ds+ IAT( t2 -s ) tp (s )  ds 
/o f + IT(h-s)-T(t2-s) i i~(s) ds+ lT(t2-s)ls3(s) ds 
÷ L '~ lIT (h-s)-T (t2- s)l L" V 0-)dr] ds+ i,i ~ [IT (t2- s)l jf v 0-)d~-] ds 
+ I r (h -s ) -T ( t2 -s ) lv (s )  ds+ IT(t~-s)lv(s) ds, 
1 
~0 s P(S) =C1 Ys'J-~s J-C2 /D'o(t, 8)~O ( Y'r'"~(~7" )dT-}-c3, 
Since T(t), t > O, is compact and continuous in the uniform operator topology and by the 
assumptions on m~, ¢i, Pi, ~i, and the complete continuity of g imply that the right-hand side 
of the above inequality goes to zero as t2 - tl --+ 0 independent of y in Bq. Therefore, the 
family {FBq} is equieontinuous. Moreover, for y in Bq, 
/; /; [I(Fy) (t)CI < tT(t)t Ig(O,¢,O)l+p(t)+ IAT(t- s)lp(s) ds+ IT(t- s)IC~(s) ds 
i; f /o + [T( t - s ) t  [~ (~-) d~-] ds+ I T ( t - s ) l~ l (s )  ds; 
I; I; <_M~(c~llCN+ca)+p(t)+M2 p(s) ds+M~ ~(s) ds 
f[/o ] f + M1 ~7 ('r) dT ds + M1 "7 (s) ds. 
Hence, FBq is uniformly bounded, and consequently, according to Arzela-Ascoli's theorem, it 
suffices to show that FBq is precompact in X. Next, for a fixed t e [0, b] and e, such that 0 < e < t, 
we define for y E Bq, 
~0 t-6 (F~y) (t) = -T  (t) g (0, ¢b, O) + ~ (t) + AT (t - s) [7 (s) ds 
+ T( t -  s) h \s, 
d0 
+ -s ) f  + ~+ 
L 
t--£ 
= -T  (t) g (0, ¢, O) + {7 (t) + T (~) AT (t - s - c) 0 (s) ds 
f t--6 +r(~)do ~(t-s-~)~(s,~.+<) es 
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As T(t) is a compact operator, we see that F~Bq is precompact in X, for every e, such that 
0 < e < t. On the other hand, we have 
I(Fy)(t)-(F~y)(t)l<_ AT(t-s)~(s) + T ( t - s )  h s, ys+¢s 
c £ 
and so, 
t /t 
t(Fy)(t)-(F¢y)(t)l < /_~ IAT(t-s)]p(s) ds+ t-¢ IT(t-s)]/3(s) ds 
+ IT(t-s)l •(T) d~- ds+ IT(t-s)lT(S) ds 
E £ 
1 ; /i[I ] _< M2 fl (8) ds + M 1 /3(s) ds + M1 ~ (7") dT" ds 
t - -e  E e 
t 
+MI /  7(s) ds. 
t - -e :  
This shows that FBq may be arbitrarily approached by precompact sets, and therefore, it is a 
precompact subset of X. 
Finally, we want to prove that F : C o -~ C O is continuous. For that, let {Yn}~=0 be a converging 
sequence in C~ to y. Then, Yn and y are in Bq, for all n. By Assumptions (H2)-(H6) and (H8), 
we see that, 
as n --* co, for each t E ft. Moreover, by virtue of (HT) and (H8), we obtain 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(io) 
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The right-hand sides of (7)-(10) are summable functions on 3". Also, we have 
- Fytt < sup ~ 19- (s) - ~ (s)i 
I 
IIFvn 
tEJ  k 
+ [AT(t-s)] [~ (s)-0(s)l ds 
(11) 
'raking limit as n ~ co, we get from the dominated convergence theorem that the right-hand side 
of (11) tends to zero. Therefore, F is continuous, and, consequently, F is a completely continuous 
operator. Hence, the proof. | 
REMARK. The hypotheses of the above theorem can be satisfied by the same example provided 
in paper [11]. 
4. APPLICATION 
As an application of this theorem, we shall consider the system with a control parameter, such 
g8 
d-7 x (t) - g t, :c,, ~o (t, s, x~) ds = A~ (t) + B~ (t) + h (t, ~,) + kl (t, s, ~,) ds 
+ f t, :ct, k2 (t, s, :c~) ds , t ~ J, 
z0 = ¢, on [-~',o], 
where B is a bounded linear operator from a Banaeh space U into X and u E L2(J, U). The mild 
solution is given by 
( ;  ) (t) = T (t) [¢ (0) - 9 (0, ¢, 0)1 + g t, ~t, ko (t, s, ~)  d~ 
+ AT (t - s) g s, x~, ko (s, ~, :c~) d~- ds 
f' /:( Z" ) + T (t - s) IBm, (s) + h (~, x~)] ds + T (t - s) k~ (s, ~-, x,-) d-,- ds 
i' ( I' ) + T( t - s )  f s,x~, k2(s,7, x~)dr  ds, tE J ,  
:Co = ¢, on [ - r ,o ] .  
DEFINITION 4.1. System (12) is controllable to the origin on the interval J if, for every continuous 
initial function ¢ C C, there exists a control u E L2(J, U), such that the mild solution x(t) of(12) 
satisfies x(b) = O. 
For the controllability of neutral systems, one can refer the book [15] and the survey paper [16]. 
To establish the controllability result, we need the following additional hypotheses. 
(H10) The linear operator W : L2(J, U) ~ X, defined by 
/ ,  b 
w~ = ] T (b - s) B~ (s) d~, 
Yo 
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has induced an inverse operator l~ -1, which takes values in LI(J, U)/kerW, and there 
exists a positive constant Ms, such that }BW -1[ ~ M3. 
(Hn) 
f f  /~{  [ ~i (s)l 
+ ¢2 (s)°'  (~))}-~ ds, ~oo2 (Lo¢~ 
where 
and 
ClM2 M1 } 
p( t )=max a( t ) ,b ( t ) ,e ( t ) , l _c l , l _~c l  q(t) , 
1 
= 1 - e----~ {(1 + ~) M~ II¢ll + ~3 (1 + M~ + bM.) + M, Nb}, 
N=M3 MlIll@I+clll¢ll+c3]+clllxbll +el mo(t,s)¢o(llxsll)ds 
/~(/o ~ ) /o ~ +~M2 -~o(~,r)~o(ll~ll) dr ds+M1 ;o(4ao(ll~ll) ds 
/o~ (/i ) /o ~ +M1 ml(s,T)¢l(]]x~l] ) dr ds+M1 pl(s)~,(]lxs)]) ds 
I 
THEOREM 4.1. If Hypotheses (HI)-(H8), (HIO) and (Hll) axe satisfied, then, system (12) is 
controllable. 
PROOF. Using Hypothesis (HIO), for an arbitrary function x(.), define the control 
[ ( ;  ) ~(t )=-w-1  T@[¢(o)-g(0,¢,0)]+g b, xb, ko(b,~,x~) ds 
+ AT(b-s) g s, xs, ko(s,T,x~)dr ds 
We shall show that when using this control, the operator ~ : C o ---* C~ defined by 
( /o  ~ ) (~x) (t) = T (t) [¢ (o) - g (o, ¢, o)] + g t, xt, ko (t, s, ~)  d~ 
+ / tAT( t - s )g (s ,  xs,/~ko(s,r,x~) dr) ds 
+/tT(t-s)[Bu(s)+h(s,x~)] ds + / t  (T (t - s) /~ kl (s, r,x,) dr) ds 
/oo ~ ( /o: ) + T( t - s ) f  s,x~, kl(s, 7, x~)dv ds, (tEJ), 
= ¢ (t), on I-r, o1, 
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has a fixed point. This fixed point is, then, a solution of (12). Substituting u(t) in the above 
equation, we get (~x)(b) = 0, which means that the control u steers system (12) from the given 
initial function ~ to the origin in time b, provided we can obtain a fixed point of the nonlinear 
operator/i~. The remaining part of the proof is similar to Theorem 3.1, and hence, it is omitted, 
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